DEVELOPED IN COLLABORATION WITH SCHOOLS

Talk and explore
Activities to spark discussion
and investigation

Write-bites
Short-burst writing opportunities
to capture ideas

Spotlight texts
Modelled texts with
teaching prompts, enabling you
to drill down into language

Showcase writing
prompts
A choice of more
extended writing tasks

Exemplars with
commentaries
To help support teachers
in their assessment of
pupils’ writing
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A fresh approach
to reading, writing
and assessment
Introducing Bite into Writing
NFER has worked closely with experienced
authors and teachers to create this exciting
resource that draws on quality texts.
With an extensive range of reading and writing
activities, plus expert guidance on teacher
assessment, it will save you time and inspire
your pupils.

A suite of 3 books

“Great material for linking quality reading into
writing with the added bonus of excellent
assessment guidance. I’d add this to my bank of
essential resources as a teacher.”
PIE CORBETT – TEACHER, POET, STORYTELLER AND DEVELOPER OF
TALK FOR WRITING

Content
created in
collaboration
with schools
Create
the next
generation of
writers

Developed
by highly
experienced
authors

Flexible
Supportive
Inspiring
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Time-saving – up to a term’s worth of reading
and writing material (as well as integrated
cross-curricular activities) in each book
Flexible – a structured yet non-prescriptive
approach that can be used in a range of ways
to meet your teaching priorities

What are the
main benefits
of Bite into
Writing?

Inspiring and engaging – based on quality
texts, with a choice of exciting activities to
promote pupil independence
Balanced – with a focus on writing for
different purposes and audiences using a
range of text types
Empowering – with expert guidance on the
teacher assessment of writing

“Our experience of working on
teacher assessment at a national
level inspired us to produce this
comprehensive resource that links
reading, writing and assessment.
We’re grateful to the schools who
tried out the materials and gave
us feedback.”
MARGARET FENNELL AND JO SHACKLETON –
BITE INTO WRITING AUTHORS
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Books 1, 2 and 3 – at a glance
Bite into
Writing*

Quality
published text**

Spotlight
texts***

Teaching and
learning activities

Book 1

Short story

1. N
 arrative fiction:
‘Hannah’s Story’

Yes: reading comprehension • World War 2
and a wide range of writing • Evacuees and
opportunities
refugees
• Mystery and
• Talk and explore
adventure
• Write-bites
• Loyalty and bravery
• Showcase writing

‘Olive’s Army’ from
‘When We Were
Warriors’ by
Emma Carroll

Book 2

Illustrated
non-fiction
‘Everest: The
Remarkable Story of
Edmund Hillary and
Tenzing Norgay’ by
Alexandra Stewart and
Joe Todd-Stanton

Book 3

Novel
‘Otters’ Moon’ by
Susanna Bailey

2. F
 ormal incident report:
‘Colonel Bagatelli’s
Report’

1. S
 emi-formal letter
Yes: reading comprehension
combining description
and a wide range of writing
and recount: ‘Letter from opportunities
William Emmerson’
• Talk and explore
2. Newspaper report:
• Write-bites
‘Everest Heroes Return’ • Showcase writing

1. Information text: ‘Black
Guillemot’
2. P
 ersuasive leaflet: ‘Cliff
Cottage’

Thematic
links

• Heroism
• Real-life
adventure
• Survival
• Teamwork

Yes: reading comprehension • Family relationships
and a wide range of writing • Wildlife
opportunities
• Friendship
• The environment
• Talk and explore
• Write-bites
• Showcase writing

Assessment
guidance

Curriculum
links

Yes: overall
commentary and
detailed annotations
for three sets of
exemplars

• History
• Design and
technology
• PSHE

• EXS
• WTS
• EXS
Yes: overall
commentary and
detailed annotations
for three sets of
exemplars
• EXS
• WTS
• EXS
Yes: overall
commentary and
detailed annotations
for three sets of
exemplars

• Geography
• History
• Art and
design
• Science
• PSHE

•
•
•
•
•

Science
History
Geography
Citizenship
PSHE

• EXS
• WTS
• GDS

*Each book includes wider reading suggestions (both fiction and non-fiction) and a photocopiable writing showcase record to keep track of the range of writing produced.
**Quality text needs to be purchased separately
***Can be photocopied (included in the resource)

Sample materials

Talk and explore
The initial catalyst for the writing process, these activities stimulate discussion and
investigation through engagement. They aim to develop a secure understanding
of the quality published text prior to writing, and also provide opportunities for
independent research based on individual interests.

Write-bites
These bite-sized opportunities for short-burst, incidental writing enable pupils
to capture ideas through text exploration. They contribute to a more in-depth
understanding of the text, and can be drawn on to support extended writing.
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Sample materials
Teaching and learning activities

Black Guillemot
Spotlight text 1

Black Guillemot
(Cepphus grylle)
Visit the rocky shorelines of the Shetland and Orkney islands,
and you might find yourself face to face with a particularly
striking resident: the black guillemot. Known locally as a ‘tystie’,
this plucky bird is closely related to its well-known neighbour,
the puffin.
Somewhat clumsy on land, black guillemots live much of their
adult life on the water, being skilled divers and exceptional
underwater swimmers. Propelled by the whirring motion of
their wings, and guided by their feet, which act as a rudder,
they appear to ‘fly’ beneath the waves.

Appearance
Similar in size to a duck or crow, the black guillemot has a
slightly rotund, stocky body with a short neck and relatively small
head. Its sharp, thin beak is remarkably powerful, enabling the
bird to carry a fish crosswise in its bill when swimming to the
surface of the ocean.
In winter, its plumage is indistinctive, ranging from silverywhite to a mottled grey, with darker barring across its back.
However, with the onset of the summer breeding season comes
a dramatic transformation. Oval in shape, the brilliant-white
patch of feathers on each wing creates a dazzling contrast with
the jet-black gleam of the bird’s head and body. But it is the
bright-scarlet webbed feet and the equally vibrant red lining
on the inside of its mouth that make the black guillemot truly
stand out from the crowd.

Diet

FASCINATING
FACTS
▶ The black guillemot is
related to the great auk,
which became extinct
in 1844 when three
fishermen killed the last
bird in existence on Eldey
Island, Iceland.
▶ In 1905, Edmund Selous,
an early pioneer of bird
watching, described black
guillemots as ‘old ocean's
pets’ in his book ‘The Bird
Watcher in the Shetlands’.

Foraging by the shore, or diving from the surface of the water
to catch its prey, the black guillemot’s diet comprises mostly fish
and crustaceans – such as crabs and shrimps – but it will also eat
molluscs and other marine invertebrates such as worms – and
even jellyfish.

Breeding

Spotlight texts

Unlike many seabirds, the black guillemot tends not to live in

large colonies,
company of a text,
single mate.
It is texts are written by the authors
Complementing
the preferring
qualitythe
published
these
monogamous – forming a lifelong pairing – and breeds between
of Bite intolate
Writing
to shine a spotlight on language. They
represent different text
May and the middle of June. Nests are often precariously
▶ In the 18th century, black
types, including
andinprovide
support
forto the
placed in fiction
a cavity of and
the cliffnon-fiction,
face, or more typically
a crevice modelled
guillemots
were thought
at
the
base
of
a
cliff,
though
they
can
also
be
seen
in
harbour
warn
sailors
of
impending
‘reading into writing’ process – particularly the way writing is adapted for purpose
walls. Returning to the same nesting site each year, the female
danger by circling above –
and audience.
Spotlight
texts
areshare
also
linked to
lays one
or two eggs: both
parents
responsibility
forshowcaseorwriting
landing onopportunities,
– their boats.
enabling pupils
toand,
useonce
them
as for
models
tochicks.
support their own independent writing.
incubation
hatched,
feeding the

Spotlight text written by Margaret Fennell and Jo Shackleton

24
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Bite into Writing / Teaching and learning activities

Sample materials

Teaching prompts
Teaching prompts accompany each Spotlight text, addressing aspects of the
writer’s craft: text organisation and structure; vocabulary choices; grammatical
structures; punctuation; and writer’s voice.
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Sample materials

Showcase writing
This is the final stage in the ‘read-to-write’ process. Pupils are encouraged to
showcase their writing through a choice of extended writing tasks for different
purposes and audiences. A flexible approach offers a range of writing opportunities
linked to the whole text, the Spotlight texts, and the thematically-linked texts. A
writing showcase record is provided to keep track of the range of writing produced.
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Sample materials

Exemplars with commentaries and annotations
An overall commentary explains how the pieces of writing contribute to a teacher
assessment judgement and offers suggested next steps for teaching and learning.
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Sample materials

Exemplars with commentaries and annotations
Annotated examples of pupils’ writing show how the ‘pupil can’ statements in the
TA framework are met.
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Sample materials

Exemplars with commentaries and annotations
Bite into Writing includes support for teacher assessment, with sets of pupil
exemplars stemming from the teaching and learning activities. These show how
pupils’ writing can contribute to a range of judgements: working towards the
expected standard, working at the expected standard, and working at greater depth.
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Order your
copy of Bite
into Writing
Click here

Purchase
the quality
text from your
preferred
supplier
The
resource will
be delivered
within 10 days

Inspire your
pupils to write!
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